University remit item:

The University remit item for Internal Reviews in 2014/15 asks Schools/Subject areas to reflect on the theme of 'community'. This relates to the University key strategic theme of ‘outstanding student experience’.

College remit item:

Review of the School's approach to managing the volume and range of assessments used, with a particular focus on considering whether Schools are over-assessing, and / or are too reliant on formal examinations.

School remit items:

Review of the School's teaching of programming to undergraduates, looking in particular at how to raise the overall standard at graduation across a cohort with highly diverse experience on entry.

Review of the significant growth in first and second-year class sizes, and its impact on the student experience; both from the School's own intake and its unlimited-entry policy for outside students taking Informatics courses.

Student remit items:

Review of the School's lab and tutorial provision, with a focus on class sizes and quality of teaching support staff used for tutoring and demonstrating.

Review of the desirability of moving to a general end-of-semester rather than end-of-year examination schedule.